24th Cen.

Ral Vot
Breen

Unknown Gender

Not all Breen remain part of the Confederacy. Ral Vot is
a private weapons specialist operating throughout the
Alpha Quadrant, plying their trade to whoever is
willing to trade. Vot is private even by Breen standards
and not even their gender is known for sure. Not that
most people they interact with care: employers are
mostly concerned with Vot’s results.
Whether by training or natural ability (or both), Ral Vot
has a proven record of taking deadly weapons and
making them devastating. His disruptor designs,
torpedo yield improvements, and radiation emitters
can be found in the dark corners of the Alpha Quadrant
and in the customized designs of raiders and pilots.
Many of his designs are not even illegal since the
modifications are so new and unusual that laws lag behind their implementation.
No one is sure why Ral Vot left the Confederacy (including, potentially, Vot
themselves) but speculation is rampant. A popular rumor is that they designed a
weapon which a powerful Breen leader used to kill a rival, and the political backlash
sent Vot into hiding. Another rumor says that Vot has a particular hatred for
Klingons (or Romulans or Ferengi…) and that they operate throughout the Quadrant
to perfect designs for use against that species. Perhaps the most popular rumor,
however, is that Vot is secretly not a Breen at all but a fugitive who killed a Breen
officer, stole their uniform, and has been hiding in plain sight while designing
weapons of mass destruction.
There’s no evidence for any of this, of course, but people want a story. At the end of
the day it’s entirely possible that Ral Vot is simply a private Breen who likes to
travel and gains satisfaction from designing weapons.
Ral Vot Working For the Dominion
Once the Breen join the Dominion, there’s a new and interesting angle to take with Ral Vot.
Rather than working as an independent contractor, Vot could be a specialist working with
the Dominion to improve their armaments. This might be a complete change from the
character (Ral Vot as a loyal agent of the Breen Confederacy) but this might also be the
opportunity for Ral Vot to return from whatever exile they are suffering under. Either way,
this is a bad situation for the Federation who might find Cardassian and Breen ships
rapidly retrofitted with Dominion weapon systems and even new weapons specifically
targeting Federation technology.
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24th Cen.
Statistics
Use the following statistics for a Notable or Major version of this character. The
statistics note what changes are necessary for a Major NPC.
TRAIT: Breen, Specialist, Engineer

Stress: 14

VALUES:

ATTACKS:

• The Best Defense Is a Good Offense
• Everything Has a Weakness (Major NPC)

11
11
9

Daring
Insight
Reason

12
10
11

DISCIPLINES
Command
Security
Science

01
03
02

Conn
Engineering
Medicine

01
03
01

For Major NPC add +1 to Conn, Security, and Engineering.
This adds +1 to Stress.

FOCUSES:
•
•
•
•

For Major NPC, increase the damage values by 1A.
• Unarmed Strike (Melee, 4A Knockdown,

1H, Non-lethal)

ATTRIBUTES
Control
Fitness
Presence

Resistance: 1 (Armor)

Weapon Technologies
Engineering Design
Starship Systems (Major NPC)
Disruptor Design (Major NPC)
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• Compression Pistol (Ranged, 6A, 1H,

Debilitating, Hidden 1)
• Escalation Phaser type-II (Ranged, 7A, 1H,

Accurate, Debilitating)

SPECIAL ABILITIES
• A Little More Power (Talent, p. 137)
• Experimental Devices: Ral Vot is constantly

tinkering and developing new devices. At
the beginning of a mission including them,
the GM should choose 1-6 experimental
devices that the Breen has in the works.
Using one of these devices gives an
Advantage but it also extends the
Complication Range of Tasks involving the
device by 2.
• Exploit Engineering Flaw: Follwing an ally’s
successful Scan for Weakness Task, Ral Vot
may assist on another ally making an Attack
which does not count agains the normal
limit of assistance. If the attack is successful,
it generates 1 bonus Threat.
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